
Part one of this investigation introduced the
principals of Shamanic Astrology and then
applied that perspective to the .cyclesof
Venus. Part two will first explore the cycles
of Mars, and then describe the
characteristics and implications of the
relationship between Venus and Mars.

In Shamanic Astrology, Mars symbolizes
the male principal, not to be confused with
the male gender.*l By sign, Mars symbolizes
a specific archetype of. the masculine (see
Mars archetypes page nine). The' sign
position of Mars, for a man, represents his
current life intent for his specific version of
the masculine that he is developing. Mars, by

.sigl1, for a woman, describes her connection
to her masculine side, her "animus," or what
is projected onto external partners.
Ultimately, this is her "sacred marriage"
where she takes responsibility for her
masculine side. Exploring the actual

. observable Mars planetary cycle, from an
earth centered perspective reveals amazing
new (old) realms for understanding the Mars
mysteries.

Where To Begin The Mars Cycle
Unlike Venus and Mercury (planets

"interior" to Earth's orbit), Mars can attain a
full opposition to the Sun, or can create a
J 80 degree aspect with the Sun. .For an
Earth-based observer, this. means that Mars
can be seen at any time. during a night, not
just near the horizon around sunrise or
sunsetvas with Mercury and Venus. Also,
when Mars rises heliacally in the east in the
morl1ing, (or sets in the westin the evening)
he is dim and unimpressive, because Mars is

. on the other side of the Sun farthest from
Earth in its orbit. By comparison, when
Venus. is rising heliacally, she is making her
closest approach to Earth and is at her
brightest, most dramatic phase of her cycle,
In addition to being retrograde at the same
time. Also retrograde, Mars is closest,
brightest and most dramatic at its

visually highlighting.t~at stellar region. This
is the only time in the Mars cycle that fulfills
the shamanic criterion of brightest, closest,
retrograde, and most visibly dramatic.
Hence, from this perspective, the Mars cycle
begins whIm it reaches exact opposition' to
the Sun.

The 26 Month Synodic Cycle
Scientists measure the Mars synodic cycle

as an average of 779.94 days (see table
above). Ul1like Venus, which has a near
perfect . orbital regularity, producing a
beautiful, magical' geometry of eight year
cycle~(describea in Part One},the Mars cycle
is more erratic, fluctuating between two
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years, 34 days and two vearJ 80 days. ~2

When beginning the Mars cycle~t opposition
to the Sun (Mars rising in the ea6as the Sun
is setting in the west), the roughly 26 month
time frame displays a regular, repeating
series of phases, which lik~ Venus, is
archetypal and unique. Thus.. bspreviously
discussed in Part One! neither Mars or Venus
cycles are comparable. to the Sun/Moon
cycle, but rather have. their .own distinct
phases. The phases for Mars are as follows.

1. Oppf)sitionto Eestem Quadrature (90
degree angle with Sun) Three to Threeand a
halfmonths
Mars is seen higher and higher at sunset in
the east, until at quadrature Mars is directly
overhead at sunset. Near the beginning of
this. phase; the retrograde movement ends,
and Mars is brightest and closest. .

2. Eastern Quadrature to HeliacalSetting-
-Six to Seven Months
Mars slowly sinks lower and lower. in the
west, as seen after sunset, until it
disappears at dusk. The brightness of Mars
gradually fades. as it recedes from Earth.

3. Heliacalsetting to HeliacalRising:"-Five
. . ...

to Six Months
Mars is invisibleclt this time, too close to the
Sun to be seen, This is when Mars is "in the
underworld."

4. Heliacal Rising to Western
QuadrtJture--Six·to Seven Months
Mars, while quite dim, appears before sunrise
about 15 degrees; elevation, and slowly gains
altitude and brigtitness, until it is seen rising
in the east at midnight (or directly overhead
at dawn).

5. Western Quadrature to
Opposition- Three to Three and a Half
Months.
Gaining in magnitude and dominance, Mars
rises earlier and earlier in the evening before
midnight, until ag~in reaching the start of
another cycle, at opposition. Near the end of
this phase retrograde begins.

I'



6. TheRetrogradePhase . .. G~tS - s qll~~was to capture "White On a persoR~llevfl,. the overtone
On average, the length of the retrograde-'Ioa ~I ann {V:PHs}.Later wewill examine archetype is compared to the natal Mars.
phase is 74 days or two and ah?~m s.:<~ined V;~pu$/Marsmythos. While the lIlatar;~e~~i.~. a subset of the

!:~:can~~;:'~V;~q~;~~E.!!'~~~fl~t"~~r::;::;~:t::k~::::f:;' i:r":,:~ii;~~i~::P;:~a~t~
between there~r~~~a~7 l>:t~~;~/'~a-: /~~~~7r·tenspecific"hard things" placed in Theindividua~..\~!sg~i~erft~~i/ydeSCribedby

opposition thatl'1l'7~~19infat~~if\y)i;(' ·········~i~PClthby'WI1iteStar Woman, including a th.~n8t8.•...IPOS!tfO•.....•n'r....•...•...........•..•a•...•..............••.•........~•...•..•...•.•........d•....•.•.......•..........•.•.t•.......h•....e!.n kno~le~ge of theTracking a~1i~;.CycleSham~f=tian~~~~.serpent, and subduing the four wider (;ontEf"t ptavldesf rther insights and
page 19·detailstg:crirr, . f~Mars· commallding stars of the four quadrants, clues. -. . ..... ....., .
cycle beginning~ the M~}7,'1997 identified with Sirius, Antares, Capella, and .....Forexample'ctlrflpail a natal Mars in
Marsopposition~tFS i er~t~ogfades Vega. This journey through the signs and Aquarius withaCCincereertone, to natal
are included to sfiO'li.the sitfurisbet\Aieim constellations is a perfect mythic expression MarsinAquarius,VVithaniAquarian overtone.

cydes.· of the warrior's journey, or hero's quest, Th.epe rs.on;al in·..t.:·.e...•n..•....•.·.t.........•·.•...•.•..to.1reate avant-garde,
. MVthi~~lcatio~.~</ portraying As Above, So Below. This journey progressive, ..spiritual J or intellectual

Veh~~~·•.t;ib~~~~~~:t:a~M~~~~{~~~: ~o:::~:~~::~o~::c~~~:, g:~~:~9h certainly ~:;~~:~iard ...:kltht~~~qUari:~dove:a~~~
including ther:~~~~~r·· stE!~di.'Ymoving Link 10 Modern Psychological Archetypes With the ....C;~ncetianovertone, the
frOm theeasterTl;.~!)rlz!0n at sunrise to the The use of ancient myth has a Significant, developmen1t of detachment comes out of a
western. h()rizDn>~~.sunset.·· .~Iso,· unlike though limited part to play, due to the danger matrix of the feeling function and organic
Venus, relative/to ': our earth-centered of cultural projection and stereotyping that experience, while the Aquarian overtone may

I observation, Mafs'~capes the influence of limits the full spectrum knowledge of the have no connection to a feeling function at
the Sun and th&horizon, spending many masculine principle. The main value of these all. One path is truly "heroic," the other,
weeks comma~dir.gthe entire night. These myths is to reanimate the ability to think and possibly, just an extreme development of its
qualiti~s coinci~:lIJit~the th~rnesof warrior imagine mythically and archetypally. The own nature.
and hero'sque~_/ .... .•.•......•.... awakening arid invigoration of that faculty, A further note is required on finding the

Mars as w~rrioEil}erobegins ~isquest at together with the direct experience ..of the overtohe with regard to retrogrades. If the
sunset, risingint~!:ast, blood red,brilliant, cycle of the planets . and constellations, natal ·Mar:; is retrograde before the
flushed with strength ..••3 For nearly a year; creates conditions for producing a global, . opposition (phase five), then the overtone is
the warrior/herofra'l.erses theevenillgsky, spiritual psychology that honors and the sign of the previous opposition. This
moving through as many as eight signs. Then stimulates freedom and individuality. To that unique placement rrepresents the most
over the next six months, orso,tijequest end, the following applications are offered. comprehensive development of the previous
continues into the underworlifi>1Nh~re the Finding The Overtone Mars archetype, cr its most mature stage, since it
hero "dies" or is "blinded" o[solTle other As with Venus, the natal Mars position, has essentially completed its quest and is
similar experience. Then, the re~irthof the .. by>sign and elongation from the Sun.. exits preparing to begin another one. If the natal
warrior occurs when a visible, blltdim Mars within the larger context of the 26 month Mars is re!trograde after the opposition
rises heliacally. Over the next nine months, Martian/ synodic cycle. The overtene : (phase one], ··it symbolizes the youthful,
the warrior/hero, having acquired greater archetype for the entire 26 month cycle is impetuous, reckless, and vigorous first flush
wisdom through his trials in the underworld, the sign of MCirsat opposition. The Mars of the new warrior/hero/god emerging at the
gains strength. Also, Mars continues to table on page 1o lists all the overtones from beginning of a quest.
integrate the wisdom gained from his 1901-2010. The Mars Return
previous experiences while traversing four or Each 26. month period represents, on a The original inspiration for these articles
five more signs before . beginning a new collective level, thewarrior's journey. This is included the discovery of the ancient use of a
quest, signaled by the next opposition with the "world Mars", or collective masculine 15 year Mars cycle. This is the closest
the Sun. archetype seeking expression in that time approximation to a Mars return, roughly

Although there are numerous, beyond frame. During each journey, the cultural and analogous to. the eight year Venus return"
count, examples from every continent collective intent is to work with that specific cycle.·· Due to the aforementioned' eccentric
depicting Mars as the symbol for a warrior or archetype of masculinity and then integrate nature of the Mars orbit, the perfect
hero, the Skidi Pawnee of Oklahoma and it at a deeper level. In this approach, all geometry that exist with Venus does not
Kansas" are the best known example of a twelve versions of the warrior/hero are exists with Mars. (The table on page ·11
culture that connected with the Mars cycle equally valid versions of the masculine and details the mathematics.) Every 15years, or
using the warrior imagery with a direct, are appropriate to the archetype (see page every seven synodic cycles, .brings Mars
precise As Above, So Below correspondence. 9), Of course, depelJlding on the culture, relatively close to any given starting point.
They perceived Mars as "Morning Star" and certainarechetypes ar~ more favored and Unlike, Venus, which is only two days off
"Great Star," a celestial warrior. Part of understood than others. every eight years, Mars is more than 19 days
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off at its return. In my opinion, it's useless
to run a Mars return chart, until the seventh
synodic (or 15 year junction point) is reached,
when the original intent of Mars is renewed
at a higher octave. There also exists a larger
context of greater precision, or extraordinary
Mars return years. Age 47 recapitulates the
original intent within seven days, and age 79
is even more exact, recapitulating within less
than four days. When doing counseling work,
I now have high on my list of priorities the
synodic return cycles, especially the Mars
returns at age 47 and 79. Ancient records
reveal that the Babylonians, Greeks, and
medieval astrologers were well aware of
these cycles. *5 I highly recommend using
them now.

Suggested Ceremonial Uses
and Cultural Applications

Unlike Venus, the movement of Mars from
one archetype to the next, at the shift from
one synodic cycle to another, generally runs
consecutively through the signs. Although,
one sign is occasionally skipped (for example,
March 17, 1997 begins Virgo followed by
Scorpio April 25, 1999), Mars has no
similarity to the idiosyncratic pattern of
Venus precessing different points of the
pentacle through a limited number of signs in
any given generation.

The overtone archetype of Mars does lend
itself for use in several ways. In "Men's
Work", likened to a spiritual and cultural
undertaking similar to the women's
movement, the knowledge and application of
the overtone archetype in relationship to
Mars, has implications beyond its
significance to a personal horoscope. For
example, as of March 17, 1997, a new heroic
quest or warrior's journey began for the
"world animus" or the global masculine
principle; in Virgo. In fact, with the exception
of a temporary ingress into libra, January 4
to March 8, 1997, Mars transited Virgo from
October 31, 1996 until June 20, 1997!
Meaning that the intended, general, cultural
theme for men, is the discovery of the
"sacred work," where the career, the job,
and right livelihood issues converge into a
concentrated desire to experience right
livelihood aligned with life purpose, while
making a meaningful contribution.

As Mars moves through different phases
and shifts into different signs during its

journey (for example Mars moves into
Scorpio in August 1997 during phase 2)
additional layers of meaning emerge relative
to the Virgo overtone. (See Tracking a Mars
Cycle on page 19.) In this case, the quest for
the sacred work (Virgo) is empowered by the
desire for passion, eros, and intensity
(Scorpio). In other words, the sacred work
must be something that turns you on. This
inspires the creation of a modern era myth os,
using the Mars cycle by phase and
archetype, comparable to the ancient
Inanna/Erishkegal telling, which used the
Venus cycle as its foundation.

For women, the Mars mysteries have
direct relationship to the concept of the
sacred marriage. Knowledge of the Mars
cycle, and its archetypes, deliver important
clues, not only in understanding what men
are going through, but in the important work
of taking responsibility for one's own
masculine side. This creates an experience
far beyclOd the culturally driven boundaries of
the popular definitions of male and female
(for example, the gender stereotyping found
in such works as Men are From Mars, Women
are From Venus etc.) which result in limited
freedom for men and women to actualize the
entire spectrum of possibilities. Here, the
applications are limitless,and the main intent
is to seed all the possibilities. Obviously,
further research is needed using the synodic
cycle of Venus and Mars as a foundation.

The VenusjMars Saga
Once the knowledge and experience of

the synodic cycles of Venus and Mars has
been regained, the next logical question
relates to their interaction. I am using the
phrase "VenuslMars Saga" to describe the
archetypal relationship between the 584 day
Venus cycle and the 26 month Mars cycle.
The relationship is quite complex with two
major expressions. One is The Great Saga
and the other is The InvisiblelUnderworld
Saga.

The Great Saga
Late in phase one, or early in phase two,

Mars is high in the sky near the zenith at
dusk. About this time, Venus emerges in the
west, after her 60 day underworld initiation,
beginning her 260 day evening ... star
appearance. Now both Mars and .venus are
visible in the evening sky. Mars sinks toward
the west and Venus eppeers to rise up to
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meet him. tIt some point within the 260
days of Venus visibility in the evening sky
and before Mars sinks below the horiZOn,
they conjoin. One of three possihilities takes
place. 1

Great Saga A One tonjuncuoJ'1ITwo
Conjunctions' !

co!:n~t;o;ll B Two tnlunctionSlone
I

Great Sag:a Variation Tiley come within
ten degrees !Jlutm~verexa~tly conjoin
After Venus and Mars complete their dance
together one of two thing~ occurs. One, is:
Mars continues to set, ev~ntuaIlY· dflllpping
below the horizon i~ndVenus continue to rise
to her maximum elonqation in the evening
sky. Or, two, Venus sets below the horizon
first, on her way towards interior conjunction
and heliacal rise, followed later bya much
slower Mars. Then, Venus, < completes her
eight days in the underworld prior to
changing archetypes, and rises dramatically
with the Sun to be!)in a 260 day mornfng star
phase.

During phase four, in Great Saga A,Mars
slowly rises il~ the east andconjoinstwke
with Venus. In Great Saga B, Marsconjoins
with Venus just once in the east. .An
occasional variation has no exact
conjunction, but thevdo spend a·long peri~d
dose together, within ten ...degrees ....Venus
then completes her 260 day morning star
phase and sinks into the underworld. Mars is
no'!V gaining in brightness, rising higher and
higher in ·the morning ..skyon.the way -to
begin a new quest. It isfasci~atingto note
how each version of the Great .Saga h.as a
natural rhythtnof its own. (Seepage 19
Saga Synopsisto gain familiarity.)

The l:nvisibl~nderworld Saga
After two consecutive Great Sagas, the'

synodic cycles get out of synch. What
happens, is that once Mars begins his quest,
he never catches sight of Venus in the
evening sky. Venus never appears during
Mars' journey to the western horizon. This is
because yenus is fully involved with her 260
day morning star appearance on the eastern
horizon. However, once Mars sinks below
the western horizon he does pass by Venus in
the underworld as Venus is moving towards
rising in the west as an evening star and
Mars is moving to rising in the east as a
morning star. These conjunctions are totallv



unseen by the earth-based observer, even ·.. y.mere th;/.thoms pi;r~e his eyes, blinding describe the.\-historic~1 time frame
though Mars andVenus may.conioill~~Jl1an'f - If ·ewandersalo~e.in t~e.~(Jrkness for correspondil1gJ(!'tepurp~~e and agenda of
as three times in the und~~.~~~¥.«.. ... u~tiL!i~~!lyoned~y. he hears the.~plry.-'0fTc.9rdi~~Jto Thompson's
(Astronomically, this.is .. an ·.>T~~· i1~Ell><'V~·~~Runzelr~c~gnizes. her inte'llr~taiion'>i.tflePiins~<and .:Rapunzel
conjunction of.Yenusand.tbe Siutryt.~ e .•.•..•." stPml~, andW~hestoel'r1brace him. reu~i~~in the~p?ngtime.y.rhen Venus rose
same time as Marsconjunctsthe Sun.liTh , She -Qears.g~love ancfpompassion outot~he und:~?rld as t~emorning star in
Marsrises in the east beforesurrriselo - - . _......>.~~s, restoring. his vision. theconstetlation.of Gemini with the twin
phase four, \'Iioilevenu;m1l'les to\"{;~~JtefJi ..~ p' ~~ds ClPl1lllelto his-kingdom -and .statsefCasto!;jf~d Pollux.. This occurred
appearance in the. we~l:fll}sky' ..,.Ih.t!rr. no .. th7'fI~7~~."..il¥7""~~sr">.d<>Y •.,.,.. .durin .th,e.pe~i(}{}.~f.·?Hg.9-4000 BCEasthe
coniuncticm.ocF~r~inthel'r10r~ingst<v,~~her.· Jho~~~lt<iStn~~Z~:7i.n)< ···)i.a.< =>. ii!:ffiini;!tgtedtethe .age of.T aurus.
During this thelnvisible/Under\'llorld. Saga,an· D:4~~btJve~Sofjeb¥?- -r.mtis· t(lJ~Y Thcirl1p~lil f~~!!r.Fbeliev~s that this .f~iry
entire Mars overtone journey and two Venus the apparentm0"2inentoiofl!eplanetin ....tale,!ftspireab¥the actual movement of
archetypes are skipped as participants in the pre-Copemicanworld.~ -qtin Venu~,i.Jtiars.an?~oon etc. served a definite
Great Sagas, before Venus and Mius all this ancient lore, webev« indeed cu~aIcpurpos~of telling the story of the
resynchronize to again enact a Great Saga. moved back in time before modem, shiftft~ a'!l~)riaJshal<!~mily unit to the

Mythic Inspirations. renaissanceastronomy....1f Rapunze/is protqtypcllp~trj~f?hi'llonT'/\ftJe see here a
Three mythic tales offer insight into the Venus, then Frau Gothel must be the further e)~ampl~i!ftkeInilnn~Jor V!!nus in Part

interplay of Venus and Mars from a Moonand the conjunctionof the two is One) of how myth,symMlandarchetype
mythoshamanistic perspective: including the a story, ...and of the other major change ever time. A'1d why new mythic
already mentioned Pawnee MarS/Warrior heavenly bodies as well. And if rendering:) need to be dreamed and then
story and the fnanna myth. The third is the Rapunzelis Venus,couldit be that the draped onto the directly perceivable synodic
ancient fairy tele of Rapunzel. One of the prince is Mars, and that what is being cycles.
great inspirations for the research on these documentedis what the ancientscalled The most recent joining of Venus and
articles came from an amazing article by the/courtship.. ... of Mars and Mars representing the climax of the
William Irwin Thompson: Rapunzel.·Of Plants, Yenus?'...Marsisbyhimself for awhile, Venus/Mars SCiga of 1995-1996 occurred in
Women, And Lost Cosmologie~,*6 first and then his.circuit intersects with . themornil~g s,kY"7ar summer solstice aligned
brought to my attention by friend and Venus,and he layswit/1heL.:they stay with~dl~baran,.the red star in the Bull
colleague Caroline Casey. Similar to what in conjunction for Bwhile,then(he; ...(Taur~~LconsteUation.· While taking into
Clyde Hostetter has done with thelnanna Moon retums, heJsdtiven outan~ actountthewarning against projecting
story and Venus,••7 Thompson sites numerous wanders far into the wilderness,orthe ancientmyth, along with the possible cultural
astronomical clues connected to the story of vast dark regionsof the solarsystem, andhistolrical biases of the past, onto the
Rapunzel relating to the cycles of Venus, away from her and the earth .. it tells present; never the less certain features of .
Mars and the Moon, among others. Space us again that for themythopoetic the Rapunzel tale do apply to the Great Saga,
constraints prevent analyzing more than the imagination of the anciel1ts, unfolding within a modern context.
most essential details of this story. Here is a knowledge, and complex<kl1owledge The warrior!hero!Malrs begins his quest
brief synopsis of the fairy tale. was stored in images and hieroglyphs. (one of lwelvearchetypal expressions of

Rapunzel is a beautiful young maiden, We moderns, with our prosaic masculinity, without reference to the female
raised by a sorceress named Frau Gothel. ratiocinative minds addicted·· to principle) while Venus is not yet visible. Mars
When Rapunzel reaches young womanhood , stilt/sties and linearquantification,but experiences several weeks or months of solo
the sorceress isolates Rapunzel from the rest not to pattern recognition, took many questing with many adventures. Then Venus,
of the world by keeping her in a tower that of these imeqes literally in a stupid' representing a specific arch~typal \ler~ion of

. can only be accessed through a high window. fundamentalistway, so that we could the feminine; rises ': in ·the west. after
The sorceress calls .to Rapunzel to let down debunk the primitive, prescientific undergoing her 60 days of initiation in the
her hair and she climbs up the tower. One mentality and feel confident in the underworld. Depending on the individual
day, a young Prince hears Rapunzel singing, triumphsof industrialsociety. But this char~tteristics of the specific archetype,
and hides in nearby bushes to hear more. is as stupid as someoneina future either Mars sets out in pursuit of Venus to
The sorceress soon arrives to pay Rapunzel a culture making fun of us because we capture or seduce her, or Venus attempts to
visit and the Prince learns the way into the spoke of solar winds and magnetic attract Mars and get his attention. Any
tower. ThusRapunzel and the Prince meet fields, as if space were some sort of number of possibilities arise, including,
and fall in love. When the sorceress park.I'#! . indeed, the desire for conscious equal
discovers their .relationship, she casts Thompson goes on .to relate many more partnership.
Rapunzel into the wasteland to wander alone cosmological details in the myth, including Venus and Mars come together and have
and throws the Prince out the toWer references to Mercury cycles.- There is also their first experiences of relationship, with
window. He falls into the bushes below, enough information in the fairy tale to either exact conjunctions or at least close
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proximity together ill the western sky Each
month, the crescent moon rises up and either

.SlJt~.essfully bteaks them up or not.
£ventuallythey do separate, usually with

.~.ars disappearing for five to six months
. below the horizon (blinded in the wilderness)

while Venus drifts up from the horizon
f(J(jping alone in the evening·sky
(Wasteland?). Venus, once again sinks into·

. the .. underworld finishing her.: previous
.:i!fchetypal journey, and then rises heliacally,
~~ginning a new expression of the goddess.
Venus, then, encounters Mars again, whohy
now has successfully completed his five to
siXl1lonth underworld initiation, and is slowly
rising in the morning sky. One or two eXact

..conjunctions, or at least a close encounter,
within ten degrees, takes place Symbolizi.hg
another stage of relationship. The new
Venus archetype compassionately greets the
newly reborn warrior from the underworld,

\ her tears curing his blindness.
It's difficult to knoWhoW much of the

Rapunzel story is applicable today. For
example, is the implication that true bonding
(happily ever after) or successful relationship
can only happen during the morning

.....conjunction and that the evening
······conjunctionsalways result in separation? I

think not. A new mythos is definitely needed
to apply to the structure of a Great Saga.
However, one element of the story has made
a definite contribution to my understanding in
relatio~ship counseling.

When a Great Saga unfolds, from the time
that Venus and Mars separate in the evening
sky IIntil they reuniteinthe morning, I have
fou.",dthis to be the leastuseful time to work
o~.~r~lationship, regardless of INhether the
~eindiyidu~lsa~e intended to be together or

.. P.(lfi[:~.jJ'~iacgreat relationship. or totally
.~unctjonaL?During this.· particular Venus
~s separation, working onretationship

problems tends to onlymake-thern worse.
Instead, its.a wonderful time for working on

.. t~Elsacredm~rriageipternally, or simply to
d;Y:71(jP the intended masculine or feminine

····archetype, . solo, in autonomy and
..sovereignty. . Check the appropriate images
(~hart one) to see how to proceed,

Once the reunion of Venus and Mars has
o.~curred, working on the relationship bears

'frui!,~"en if that fruit is a successful
.break-up performed in love. Knowledge of

the overa .VenuSIMars Saga's larger context light of the Mairs synl).~iC·cycle/particularly
.is ~.~~ f.o tJ;.~~eeper.understanding of the Great Saga, A M9d;r[i Myth~~..•
r~a~~n~iR~7s,p7rs~n~nyand culturally. The EmerIJingVel1~${M;ar~Scaga
(Tf1eJ~flI1~ar7.<S.~gao~page 17 and 18 Note how thecutrentty.unfolding
de~ mdet~the curr~ntly unfolding Venus/Mars GrE!at Saga (page 17 and 18)
sagaJ exists within lthe wider context of the

~.Mythi~t~emes f~~~_the Past pattern of Great and Invisible Sagas detailed
~~een~ryimenti.~nedbefore,isa in the Saga Synopsis on page 19. I've

co~~t;.~Grniologic.a"';~i7(' fea.turipg intruded many additional details beyond
ther~r-en~H~~er bety-{'S~;~ars(J1jet~()~ei.ofthe key players for y~,urimagination
Great-sta,r} and.y~ris (Whit~~tarW~lTIan).an~.Jesearch .. Thereiscertainly no clear (or
In this - Vattisbas n.oint~est in Mars d?g~atic)IJI'{thostoproject onto these
and~si ..~ . afdi-thingsn~<his cysles at thi.~ctime. W;~ave only just begun
way • .f?fcin9 h~t~~ccompfi~JTlanY;'~~ks. ~othink this'ltl~1{ aga,in./bt's start with the
EmaUy,<~ft~. ga~~g ....al.l/ifhe •...tests, she impfrCCltiopS?fth;.~if.f;rem:e~.etween the
.con~~~~i~oliewith.him,givingbirth to a Great SagaA.rif(19~4"1996,iand .the
daugnter:and producing fecundity on the currently devel1oping· Great Saga B of
land; lri latter days,the Pawnee, 1996·1998.
ceremonially, enacted this with typical In 1994·' £196, Venus and Mars
patriarchal overkill. Exactly replicating the conjuncted only once in the evening sky,
stellar positions, a maiden was captured followed by a qnick separation, with Mars
when Venus and Mars conjoined in the disappearing first into the underworld, Venus
evening. She was held captive until· the and Mars then conjuncted twice in the
morning visibility of Venus and Mars and then morning sky and lingered together within ten
ritually killed with an arrow through the degrees foriover 100 days. This is
heart, her blood symbolically fertilizing· the r~miniscent of the Rapunzel pattern. In
land. This example strengthens the idea of GreatSagaB, Vlmus conjoins Mars twice in
refraining from projecting old culturalb.eliefs theevening,linked together ifor nearly 90
onto the present! days,Yhe Moon clearly fails to break them

Still another example, is the story of up. Then, Venus disappears first into the
Inanna, invariably told from her perspective, underworld, instead of Mars. Venus joins
and since the myth survives frol1l a with Mars only once in the morning sky, and
matriarchal age, it has its own bias. There only for about a month.Clear'ly,anentirely
are surviving fragments oflnann~'s. story different mythos is needed .tocorrespondto
that have to do with her. consort/lover the different patterns,
Dumuzi (who is one of many ancient symbols Sugge~;ted Applications
for the dying and reborn God). Apparently, Discover what type of Saga was
after Inanna returns from the underworld occurring when you were born, and where
(the 60 day initiation). she encounters her you are personally in the VenusIMars
lover, Dumuzi. It's usually interpreted that relationship.iWas it one of the Great Sagas
Inanna perceivesOUmuzi·· as arrogant, or was it allinvisible/Underworid Saga? What
haughty and having lack of.concern for her overtone archetypes of Venus and Mars were
during her absence, and she immediately at play in the collective Saga at your birth?
sends him to the underworld. This scenario (See page 10.) Using myself as an example, I
may, hoWever, simply describe the natural was born with a Leo Mars overtone and a
celestial order ()fthe Great Saga/Soon after Gemini Venus overtone. At the time of my
Venus (lnanna) rises in west after her 60 birth, Mars was in phase two of a new
days in the underworld, she encounters Mars questi38 degrees from the Sun in the
(Dumuzijinthe evening sky. Then, Mars evening s'ky. While researching this I
quickly disappears below the horizon,while discovered, to my shock (I have Libra Sun
Venus continues her evening star dance. It and Libra Rising), that Venus was fully
seemstiffieto revision all of the stories of ensconced in the morning sky and invisible to
thea'{Jp~)al1dreborn Gods (i.e.·Tammuz, Mars. My Venus is ata45 degree angle from
Adonis,\.Baal, Dionysus, Orpheus, etc.), in the Sun, near its maximum distance of 48
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tt~CgadoobJe return of Venus and Mars,
.sailreenacting the original Saga occuring

degrees, in the morning phase. Thus, at my
birth, no Great Saga was occurring at:./t
began tc fear the worsL.was this an empt>i'c
and even malefic time analogous; on a W~;.~ found the preliO}inary research
scale, to old concepts of combust planets_ 4: .. e and intriguingyillthough more
When examining .how thi~_co nects m••~...~:... greatly need~~.i.Feedback. and-

personal life, Ifioted how relatio c'.- this emerging and.lil11itlessproject
always been.connected to t~_ o creating anelN(oldLfoundation
experience of sttess,-A~ a tat.. .: rages the.development of
Libra Hising,\lpe:ired v- .p • ::te mythsandsymbo)sfor the
experienceaJj9~detl.~m '-ed r e. and feminine principles while
but didnothCl~~~@r~~P0rtu it'{ ·0 ...~~·-With th~irever-changing and
until I was43·ii.~~lr~eardted .e ..e~i .Mg aationship dance,arewelcomed.
material, fi~isc.()\lW:I!~that ....tha~i~t. -..'....'.........•.'. ......-..

courted, .an~...n1~rrie!lin1v.•~ife'·.'•.closefy.~n~>i>;wi~~~~;:~~~~~~.~~;~~
the. dates .of the 1990-1992 ....·GreatSi!!If'·· .i'~~f~~g.G?rtln1~~I~F¥.\(;e~>bE!J1lClde
where Leo and Gemini successfully b()nded. hf:fe'ij1lefUITFJ1tCu'ffilf~fi';,yi~~PlJl·';ast() .;the
Could As Above, So Below, be this precise? meaning.of· male aJ'l1i.f7[Jl~J;ei~eltJd~s.the
So far, every case I have checked out, belief... that'" wome~ ·.arei~E1~bre ."find
confirms there is something to this changeable (fickle), and menare~ea~fa~
information. (stubborn or dense). This sometimes is

When doing relationship counseling using justified using As Above, So Below .by
this material. I recommend noticing the defining the Moon as feminine and the Sun as
positions of Venus and Mars relative to the masculine. After all, the Sun's cycles are
entire Saga. This includes the previously exactly the same every year while the
mentioned example of refraining from Moon's is highly eccentric, taking 19 years
working on relationships during the for it to repeat itself. As described in Part
separations of Venus and Mars, as well as One, those attributions are rejected in favor
noting the larger context of relationship of using Venus and Mars as sYl11bols.for
patterns playing out in the sky. For example, female and male. In this case,invi!stigating
1994-1996 involved the attemptedunitm of the As Above, So Below implications, it's
the warrior-king LeDwith .'. '. the Venus that is more steadfastandpredict~ble
sorceress-witch Scorpio! This was ·a than Mars! This serves as a.sham~nic
problematic challenge to say the least; until lN~rningagainst, cultural stereotyping and
the Scorpio goddess transformed into Gemini projection! .. .'.'
in June of 1996 and bonded with the Leo god2.>Thet,allio, . can significantly alter the
throughout that entire summer. Mars began distance. of Mars from Earth.
a new quest in Virgo, March 17, 1997 and 3. During a particularly close opposition,
successfully bonds with the goddess Gemini Mars attains a magnitude only surpassed by
in October, 1997 in the evening sky, until Venus. During an extremely close opposition,
they split up. Then, the Virgo god (Mars) Mars is nearly twice as close to Earth as at a
forms a brief union with the newly distant one.
transformed Capricornian goddess (Venus) in 4. See living The Sky, by Ray Williamson,
the summer of 1998. University of Oklahoma Press, Norman

Another remarkable phenomenon to Oklahoma, 1984, pp.: 218-235 and Beyond
consider is the almost exact recapitulation of The Blue Horizon, By Ed Krupp, Harper/Collins
the cycles of Venus and Mars at age 32 and Publishers, New York, 1991.pp. 187-192.
64. The role of Venus is easily understood as 5.PartOne (TMA Feb/Mar 1997) included
these ages fall within the eight year cognate the tables.
of the Venus return. However, due to the 6.. Rapunzel."Of Plants, Women, and Lost
eccentricity of the cycle of Mars, so\WtilTles Cosmologies by William Irwin.Thompson from
an eighth synodic cycle; .aft~r~fgi\len Annals Of Earth, '1a Shanks Pond Rd,
startinIJ .point,isi ieve.~.,c.'os~fthal1the Falmouth, MA 02540, volume V Number 2,
seventh one. This happen$ at ~g~32,and 64 1987 . . I
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7. See Part On~(TMAHblMar 1997).
8. See NoteS~;1l:10.
9. I have, .b~rE!fy~.~~u~- to formulate an
acceptabl~rne~~~ico~t~x~ myth os for the
Invisablef!Jn~.ettyR~Saga. -
Note on xNdteS'-.CQnsult Part One (TMA
FeblMar 19~1Ft~r the more complete
Bibliography forthis investigation.
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THE VENUS AND MARS SAGA
199()-1999 CYCLE

PREPARAi'llEFOREVENUS AND. MARS· MEET
PtANETJEVENT TIMP SIGN °fRom0
V.enusHeliacal Rising 16 :IT
Mars Begins Retrograde 4:24 PM 05 n
Mars Retrograde rP0 11 :55 PM 271tf 180°from0 Begin 765 day journey of masculine I1fquest

Jupiter RetrogradecP0 5:39 AM 17 ~ 180°from0 Integration of ~·arChetype as spiritual theme
Venus Disappears From Morning Sky Begins 80 Days In The UnderWorld
MarsRises In East At Sunset, Directly Overhead At Midnight, Begins "Warriors Journey"
Or Heroes Quest Of The Masculine ArchetypeOf Virgo

DATE
Jun 17,1996
FeD 05,1997
Mar 01,1997
Aug 09, 1997
Feb 21, 1997
Mar 17,1997

SIGNIFICANCE
Begin584 day journey of :IT

VENUSAND MARS COME TOGETHER .. ...
May 12, 1997 Venus Rises In The West, Begins 260 Days InEvening§ky, GontinuesArchetypal Journey

Of The Feminine In Gemini. Mars is high in the eveningskY,rapidlymoving towardlhe
west, first makes visual contact with Venus, who is now rising in the west.

DATE PLANET/EVENT TIME· SIGN °p~,!m0 AM·oRPM ,SKY
May 12. 1997 Venus Rises as Evening Star 01·:IT 10°from0 Evening Sky
May 12. 1997· Mars is 106°from Venus 18ttf 116"from0 Evening Sky
May 12, 1997 Venus and Mars see each other Evening Sky
Oct 26, 1997 Venus c:J Mars #1 03:34AM 20,?' 46°from0 Evening Sky
Nov 03, 1997 Moond Mars 09:38PM 26"" 44°from0 Evening Sky
Nov 04. 1997 Moon C1Venus (6th time) 02:48 AM 29,2' .46°from0 EveningSky
Dee 02, 1997 Moon C1Mars 0/': 12PM 1813 47"from0 EveningSky
Dec 03, 1995 Moon C1Venys(7thtime) 0(i:52 AM 2413 4S°from0 Evening Sky
Dee 22. 1997 Venus CJ Mars #2 01:43 PM 03~ 33°from0 Evening Sky
Dee 26. 1997 Venus StatRetrogn:'de 01:20 PM 03 ~56 28°from0 Evening Sky
Dee 31, 1997 Moon C1Venus{8thlime) 04:56 AM 03 ~30 24°fro1Tl0 Evening Sky
Dee 31, 1997 Moon C1Mars 05:25PM 10 ~22 31"from0 Evening Sky
Oct 02, 1997 toJan 03, 1998Veil us and Mars within 100ofeachother EveningSky
Jan 10, 1998 Venus DisappearsFrom Evening Sky - PreparesFor Rebirth Into New Arehelype
DATE PLANETIEVENT 51CiN°tRom0 AM OR F)M·5KY
Jan 23. 1998 Venus Heliacal Rising In Gapricorn 241S 10afrom 0 Morning Sky
Feb 05, 1998 Venus Resumes DirectMotion 1813' 28"from0 Morning Sky
Mar 07, 1998 Mars disappears from Evening Sky 02T 15°from0
Jul 09, 1998 Mars rises in Morning Sky 02~ 15°from0
Aug 05, 1998 VenusC1 Mars #3 t9$; 23°from0
JuI18-Aug24,199.B VenusCJMarswithin 10°

Morning Sky
MorningSky
MorningSky

MGRCllRJ';A!!f.l!~1l1tOF·.VENUS/MAR~r:;SAGA
DATEI?~"[~EVENT SIGN °fRom0 AM ORF)M :[)KY
Jan 27, 1998'\!f:nU~(f\fV1ercury .....•.......... .20 13 15°from0 . Morning Sky

.Jus;t~ft~r:Venusrises heliacaUytobeginthe Capricorn journey, she meets with Mercury lowin
fh8MorningSky . .

Mar 11. 1998 l\.~~{;tlr¥C1Marsinvisible, too c/os~JoSun to be seen,just as Mars disappears into underworld
Apr 01, 1998 M7r(;t]fYi~Marsinvisib'e in the.u.nderworld
Jun 05, 1998 ...~E*"cury<1MC3rsinvisible in theynci~rworld
Note: MercuryhasmucbJ.esstodo with this sagathanthe previous one. In this saga there are no visible engagements with
Mars at all.

~Ma!enarOf The Harbingers OFfbel·Ornil1g or The Ages © by DanielGiarnario 1997 Designed by Carolyn Brent
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THEVENUS<ANOMARS SAGA continued

1!)9071908 CYCLE

MERCURY A$PiJi,T &=7-HE £jiMINI VENUS INTEGRATION ai-ClE
p!.A.NETi£YINy TIME· SIGN °plom0 AM OR PM.5KY

t) 8:43AM 26 j(f 20°from 0 Morning Sky
6:30P.M 031'3 19°from 0 Mornin9:S~y

.Jfi9~*Yto meet a rapidly sinking Venus as shequicJ.<lygo~~il1t()lthe
~ys.This ()8curs just after the seventh meetingof Venuswiththe Moon when
seventhand last of her garments. .

DATE PlANETFEYfNT TIME· SIGN °.J:Rom0 AM OR PM SKY "
Mar 02, 1997 ~ ..)~ 6:32 AM 03 * Invisible In TheUnderworld
Apr??, 1991yq,Ve t1<i. 10:55 AM 07 tS Invisil:>leinthe
underworld
In lateJtily aA e:Q~art\!'.At~~:;t··Of 19fJ/, Mercury almost catches Venus in the evening, but there is no exact conjunction. This
is precisely w. e n "has changed the orbital patterns enough so that the events of 2000 Be in Sumeria can't
happen no ",>1 - cOO didoccurthen .

DATE
Jan 07, 19.97
Jan 27, 1997
Jan1997

.. _.:_:._'.~.;-.:-:..:.:.:..:..::~,..... '.::.':.'.•.-.·:.•......:.:.•.;.::;.-.i'::.·.::.;: ..:.:.L..::.:;,:~.'.:'.:., c.:: •..•

OTHER.PLAJ'EllSiNTHE INlVISIBLEDRAMA

..... .-.--:: ...:.: ..:.:: .. , ,-,

MERCURY AijPAR TOF TilE CAPRICORN VENUS INTEGRA TION CYCLE
DATE PLANETlEVENT ...... SIGN °p'lorn0AM OR PM SKY
Aug 20, 1998 Moond \ft3.nu~rrffl.~me.inAM) ... 08.n. 19°rrom0 Morning Sky
Aug 27, 1998 MercuIY(j''!enus« ." ..•..••.••••.•••..••..18.n. 16°from0MorningSkY»i

Mercury rises in ttl.emoming to met a rapidly sinking Venus as she again goes into
the underworld for 80 days, occurring shortly after the seventh Moon, Venus
conjunction and the loss of her garment.
PLANET IEVENT SIGN °fRom0 AM OR PM SKY
Mercury d Venus Ilf Invisibhfln TheUnderworld
Mercury 0 Venus 13,t1 Invisible In TheUnderworld
Venus and Mercury meet again after Venus rises in the evening sky,

DATE
Jan 21. 1997
Feb. 05,1997
Feb 06,1997
Jan 21, 1998

Feb 04, 1998
Apr 23, 1998
May 29,.01998

DATE
Sep 11, 1998
Nov 29, 1998

PLANETJ'EVENT TIME·
,-- enters Aquarius 7:12AM
uPit~ O\'l.enus 5:48 PM

Moo.na Venus 8:16 AM
Jupiter o~ars '12:12 PM
.lust as Veryus is rising heliacally!
JUJA'ter enters Plsces
J{jfJitt3[ <}..•YGnus
SaiurnO Venus

SIGN °.J:Rom0 AM OR PI\,f SKY

04~ 14°from 0 JustBeforeDisappearingFromMorningSky

04~ 14°from0
27~ 26°from 0 Evening Sky

18* 45°from 0 Morning Sky
29 r 38°from0 Morning Sky

*Times for events are given as Pacific Standard Time

Key to symbols: T' Aries, tf Taurus. II Gemini. ~ Cancer, d) Leo. ItfVirgo, 11 Libra; III Scorpio, "" Sagittarius.

15 Capricorn, $Aquarius,X Pisces, 0 Sun, (J Conjunct, cPOpposition

Official Material Of The Harbingers Of The Tuming Of The Ages@by Daniel Giamario 11997.DesignecJlly;Carolyn Brent
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-1'982-1983 Great Saga A
Mars overtone Libra seeks Venlls ~>J&rt~•...;, .:.,_ :
once in evening (~esterns!<ytVen:5 ~::;-.; , SIGNIFICANCE ..
Lee-Virgo. Mars and Venusjoirlt)';'~:, --:; rn!'!milmi';>;;,,;t~n~kv\ .1------------'---------------.:--------'1.
1984-1985 Greal SagaS
Mars overtone ScorPJo.sea<s etene leoNirgo;Venus
transforms to Ariestmrt,Jf;e a. they join once in eastern
morning sky.
1986.1 981 hivisi'ble.tI'lf~rv.IOrJd Saga ..
Mars overt 'fa. yaprtCO!!1Jails to visibly conjoin with Venus
overto e Ariesor Scorpio. Union occurs in the undenivorld in Leo.
1988-1989 Great SagaA(variation)
Mars overtone Aries seeks Venus overtone Gemini. They join once
in the western evening sky. Venus transforms to overtone

'Capricorn. No exact union-occurs in the eastern morning sky
1990·1992 Great SagaB
Mars overtone Gemini seeks Venus overtone Capricorn. They join
twice in the western morning sky. Venus transforms into
overtone Leo. They join once in the eastern morning sky.
1993-1994lnvisiblejl.lnderworld Saga
Mars overtone Cancer fails to visibly conjoin with Venus
overtones Leo or Aries. Union occurs in the underworld in
Carpicorn in early 1994.
1995-1996 Great Saga A
Mars overtone Leo seeks Venus overtone Scorpio. They join
together once in the western everning sky. Venus transforms into
overtone Gemini. They join twice in the eastern morning sky.
1996·1998 Great Saga B
Mars overtone Virgo seeks Venus overtone Gemini. They join
together twice in the western evening sky. Venus transforms into
overtone Capricorn. They join once in the eastern morningsky.
1999·2000 Invisible/Umierwold
Mars overtone Scorpio fails to visibly conjoin with Venus
overtones Capricorn or.Leo. Union occurs in the underworld in
Cancer in 2000.
2001-2002 GreatS~~~~ (variation) ..•....
Mars overtone Sagittari~.~\~~~ksVenus overtone Aries. They join
once in the western ev~~ing~.ky.Venus transforms into overtone
Scorpio. No exact unionocfur~inthe eastern morning.
2003-2004 Great Saga<B(yariatioll) ..
Mars overtone Pisces seeksNenusovertone Scorpio. No exact
union in the western evening sky. Venus transforms into overtone ••..---.-::c.--_------------'---""'-"--'----...:.....------4
Gemini. They join once in the eastern morning sky.
2005·2006 InvisibJe/UnderworJd Saga
Mars overtone Taurus Jails to visibly conjoin with. eithel".Venus
overtones Gemini or Capricorn. Union occurs in the underworld in I •..------....;...~----,..--~::........-----------------....-j
Libra in 2005.
2007·2008 Great Saga A {minor variation}
Mars overtone Cancer seeks Venus overtone Leo. Venus
transforms into overtorieAries. They join (exactly}onceinJhe
eastern morning sky;
2009-2010 Great Saga B
Mars overtone Leo seeks Venus overtone Aries. They join twice in
the western evening sky.Venus transforms into overtone Scorpio.
They join once in the eastern morning sky.

DATE SIGN '1from0

Retrograde Begins Feb5.97 06il 13ffrom0

MarscPSun Mar 17,97 27111 180·from0

Apr 1, 97 21111 159'from0

Mars Stationary Direct
Apr28.97 16111 129'from0

Jun 1, 97 23111 92'from0

JuLl;97 05il 86'from0

Aug 1, 97 22il 73'from0

Sep 1, 97 1111l 62'from0

Oct 1,97 02"" 53'from0

Nov1.97 24"" 45·fr6m0

Decl, 97 1713 35·from0

Jan 1. 98 11 ~ 30·from0

Feb 1, 98 05* 24'from0

Mar7.98 011' 15"from0 Mars Disappears From Evening Sky

. May13,98 23t5 .00·fro010 PHASE THREE (4 TO 6 Months)

Jul 9.98 02~ 15"from0 Mars Rises In Morning Sky

Augl.98 17~ 21'from0

Sep 1. 98 07J') 31"from0 PHASEFOUR(6 TO 7 Months)

Oell,98 26.11. 41·from0

54·from0

41'from0

82·from0

82'from0 PHASE FIVE (3TO 3112 Months)

119'from0

Mar18,99 12m. 134·from0 Completesl1YOuest. Prepares forlllquest

Apr 1, 99 11 m. 150·from0

Apr25,99 04m. 180'from0 Mars Begins m. Quest .

Begins Next PHASE ONE

Great Saga A emphasizestl1TJn0[l1m~sI<yGonjunctions
Great Saga B emphasizllS'tIl~i3\f;;nings~yconjunctions

TRACt(ING A MARS CYCLE$~~M~~iFAi.LX ..
. 1997-1999 CYChE.}bi/;t .',\

MASCULINE ARCHETYPAL INTEGRATI(5)N FOR VIRGO

Completes J') Quest. Prepares forl1rquest

Mars Begins I1Y OUest

PHASE ONE (3.To 3112 Months)

PHASE TWO (6lfO 7 Months)

MarsOSun

Mars Begins Retrograde

MarscPSun

Key to symbols: T Aries, t5 Taurus, n Gemini, ~ Cencer.T) Leo, ItF Virgo, g

Libra, 1Il Scorpio. .l'Sagittarius, ~ Capricorn. ~ Aquarius. )( Pisces, 0 Sun,


